Introduction
One class of long-reach manipulators being considered for waste remediation at U.S. Departnent of Snergy facilities is configured as a coarse positioning long-mach manipulator (LRM) with a more dextrous, lighter duty short-reach manipulator (SRM) mounted on its tip. A laboratory test bed for this configuration is described in [2] . It [3] . The Prony analysis software used here is cafled IPRONYID and is part of a collection of computer programs used for parameter identification of dynamic systems being developed at PNL with the Bonneville Power Administration. Prony analysis has proven to be a veryvaluable tool in the measurement-based analysis of power system electromechanical oscillatory dynamics (e.g., see [5] Figure 3 shows the closed-loop frequency response.
These controllers are very robust and reliable. The worst robustness occurs when the sensor for H,p fails. In this case, the gain margin is guaranteed to be greater than 3.5 db, and the phase margin is greater than 47 degrees (using a Nyquist circle criterion). This means that the gain of the velocity controller could nearly double and the phase could change 47 degrees before mode 1 became unstable. Also, because the controllers are decoupled, failure of H has little effect on the damping of modes 2 and 3, and siiIarly, the failure of H. has little effect on the damping of mode 1. 
Conclusions
The results presented here demonstrate that oscillations in a long manipulator can be danped using the inertial forces of a small one attached to its tip. A fixed-parameter damping controller is designed for a detailed computer model of a test bed. The controller is required to be robust in that it provides damping over all loading conditions. It is also required to be reliable in that it must perform well under sensor failures.The controllers are designed based on a set of linear models obtained tlhough a parameter identification scheme which uses measurement test data to construct system models.
